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Ages 9-12
The Guinea-Fowl’s Spots and Other
African Bird Tales
Dianne Stewart

9781432308001

In The Guinea-Fowl’s Spots and Other African
Bird Tales Dianne Stewart has created a unique
collection of African folktales, exclusively
about birds.

As seen
on
Netflix
!

Mr Lemoncello’s Library Olympics
Chris Grabenstein
This time Mr Lemoncello has invited teams
from all across America to compete in the
first-ever LIBRARY OLYMPICS. But something
suspicious is going on… books are missing
from Mr Lemoncello’s library. Is someone
trying to censor what the kids are reading?

Books

9780141387628

Secrets of a Teenage Heiress
Katy Birchall

9781405286503

Flick’s family have owned The Royale-one
of London’s most prestigious hotels-forever.
But Flick isn’t interested. She is interested in
the newest guest – superstar Skylar Chase.
But just as Flick gets the chance to meet her,
she suffers an unfortunate incident involving
a prince, a wardrobe and a selfie stick!

For ages 9-12
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100 Scientists Who Made History
DK

9780241304327

From brainy biologists and clever chemists to
magnificent mathematicians and pioneering
physicists, discover 100 remarkable scientists
who shaped our world. 100 Scientists Who
Made History is the perfect way for kids to
meet science’s most important people.
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9781405290654

9781405290661

9781405290678

Emmeline and the Plucky Pup
Megan Rix
Meet the leader of the Suffragettes, Emmeline
Pankhurst, and a particularly plucky pup, during
a momentous time in history! Full of adventure,
fascinating history and lovely animals, this is the
perfect read for young fans of Dick King-Smith
and Michael Morpurgo.

9780141385709

Be the first one to hear about new releases,
competitions, events, and more! Follow us at:
www.penguinrandomhouse.co.za
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Ages 0-3

9781405289092

Ages 3-6

Winnie-the-Pooh: Pocket Library

I See an Elephant

A. A. Milne

Elaine Macdonald

Winnie-the-Pooh can travel with you
with this mini pocket library containing
six books! Each book introduces one
of A. A. Milne’s beloved characters
from the Hundred Acre Wood including
Pooh, Piglet, Eeyore, Kanga, Rabbit
and Christopher Robin.

I See an Elephant tells the tale of an elephant
who wishes he was a bird. He starts to build
a nest, but when the birds laugh at him, Elephant
takes a stand, declaring that he should be able to
live as he chooses. Realising that he is right, the
birds help him transform into an ‘ele-bird’.

9781432308223

Peppa Pig: Peppa’s vegetable Garden

Pick Me Up! Bunny
DK

9780241286197

Pick Me Up! Bunny is a delightful carry
around book for little ones with a fun-toread story all about five cuddly bunnies.
Five fluffy bunnies are featured along with
a read-aloud rhyming story, ‘Bouncer the
Bunny wants a carrot to eat, but will she
ever find her favourite crunchy treat?’

9780241321126

Ladybird

9780241322246

Super Mario: Official Sticker Book
Puffin
Join Mario, Luigi, Toad and the rest of your
favourites in this fun activity book boasting
over 800 stickers. Young fans will love
completing these puzzles using the bright,
colourful stickers of everyone’s favourite
plumbing duo!

9780241322239

When a little boy stumbles across a special star,
he puts it in a jar and takes it on adventures.
But the poor star is sad and misses its home…
Can the little boy and his big sister find a way
to send the star safely back?

In the third book of the series Darcy joins the
Sea Trouts, whose motto is ‘Lend a Fin’. But
Darcy’s attempts to be helpful don’t exactly go
swimmingly and soon there’s lots of chaos. Can
Darcy sort it all out and still have time to throw
Ozzie Octopus the best birthday party ever?

The Misadventures of Sweetie Pie
Chris van Allsburg

Thomas & Friends: Sing-Along
Songs
Thomas & Friends
Climb aboard with Thomas! Press the
shaped buttons and sing along with
four train songs. Next stop: FUN!

9781783442928

9780785341734

Peek-A-Boo Moon
Little Learners
Share Peek-a-Boo Moon and guess who’s
getting ready for bed on the next page!
Explore your way through the peek-a-boo
holes and find a sleepy owl, a cuddly bear
and more! The sturdy, interactive format
supports the development of hand-eye
coordination and creative thinking.

9781405284240

Sweetie Pie the hamster is excited to go home
with his new owner. In the great outdoors he
feels the wind in his fur and experiences its
wonderful sights and smells for the very first
time. But soon he is back in a cage and as he
looks longingly outside, he wonders if he will
ever get to answer the call of the wild…

Thomas & Friends: Trouble on the Tracks

Darcy Dolphin and the Best
Birthday Ever
Sam Watkins

9781405284301

9781445489902

Young fans will love this sticker activity
book, which is packed with characters from
the series and includes over 800 colourful
stickers. Use your stickers, and your puzzlesolving skills, to complete the activities and
guide Link through his latest heroic adventure.

Grandpa Pig loves growing vegetables in
his garden, so Peppa and George want to
be farmers too! They have lots of fun choosing
what to grow, planting their seeds and learning
to be patient waiting for them to grow. Then it’s
time for a delicious vegetable feast!

Sam Hay

Little Learners

9781472379191

The Legend of Zelda: Official
Sticker Book

Ladybird

Star in the Jar

Incy Wincy Spider
Follow the Incy Wincy Spider up the
waterspout in this adorable Little Learners
board book! Wiggle the spider finger
puppet to tell the story!

Ages 6-9

Love from Peter Rabbit
Beatrix Potter

9780241301760

Is there someone you love from the bottom of
your heart? Do you sometimes find it difficult
to tell them how you feel? This heart-warming
rhyme will touch the heart of the one you
love, and express everything you feel in the
cutest way.

Egmont

Ask Oscar

There’s trouble on the tracks when Percy wants
to borrow Thomas’ carriages for an important
job, but Thomas isn’t sure he wants to share.
Can the friends find a way to work together
and save the day?

Alan MacDonald
Sam has wanted a dog for AGES, so when
Oscar turns up on this doorstep he can’t
believe his luck. And when he finds out that
Oscar’s secret he can’t believe his ears!
A brilliantly funny new series from Dirty
Bertie author, Alan MacDonald.

9781405289047

9781405287227

